
A GUIDE TO THE REGION



WELCOME TO LOMBARDY

Dear competitor,

If you are not familiar with the region, the following pages will present multiple cultural highlights (from unmissable restaurants 
to remarkable landscapes) all relatively close to the Autodromo Di Monza. This subjective list is here to promote the 

incredible richness of the region while offering you an opportunity to discover amazing locations and take a relaxing break 
from the competitive action in the paddock. 

Enjoy your stay in Lombardy.

- The ELMS Team 
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FOLLOW THE SCENIC ROUTE TO BELLAGIO
Few places are as romantic as Lake Como, and even fewer resorts as beautiful as Bellagio. 

Called the “Pearl of the Lake”, Bellagio's world class hotels and restaurants provide the perfect place to enjoy 
the lake's famous panorama. 

The village is characterized by century-old buildings, stone lanes and picturesque cobbled stairways filled with 
shops showcasing the finest Italian wares. 

The unforgettable drive to Bellagio along Lake Como (the SP583 route) offers a multitude of scenic views 
and provides many fantastic photo opportunities.
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As you walk the ancient streets in the heart of the town 
surrounded by Roman walls, you can admire beautiful 

Romanesque and Baroque churches. 
The Piazza Volta and Piazza Duomo, with its charming 

old Town Hall building called Broletto and its 
characteristic bell tower, are unmissable. 

Of course, the highlight of your visit will be the superb 
600-year old Cathedral. Behind the Cathedral is the 

masterpiece of modern Rationalist art called the 
“Palazzo Terragni”.
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DISCOVER ACQUAWORLD
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Adress: 
Acquaworld, 

Via Giorgio la Pira, 16, 
20863 Concorezzo

One of the biggest indoor water theme parks of Southern Europe 
offers unforgettable entertainment for the whole year, for the 
whole family. This complex, which is located east of Monza (in 
Concorezzo to be precise) is the perfect place to entertain your 
kids:  Acquaworld offers giant water slides, wave and surf pools, 
and is also a paradise for lovers of relaxation with multiple saunas 
and thermal baths. 
Acquaworld is open daily from 08:30AM to 8:30PM
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GO FASHION SHOPPING AT VIA DELLA SPIGA4

Fancy shops, remarkable signatures, catwalks, clothing and accessories are what 
make Via della Spiga unique. In this narrow street in the center of Milano, lined by 
cobblestones and surrounded by elegant windows, you will emerge in a world of 
luxury and fashion labels. 

Via Della Spiga is the only pedestrian street of the desirable “Fashion District”.



DISCOVER MILANO’S NIGHTLIFE 5
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NAVIGLI

At the end of Viale Beatrice d’Este and Viale Gian Galeazzo, you reach the heart of Milan’s 
nightlife, the legendary Navigli area. 
Every night, thousands of people flock to its venues all year round. 
There are lots of bars, clubs and pubs in this area where you can easily sit down at one of 
the terraces along the canal to enjoy a glass of Spritz.
In other words, Navigli is the perfect place to spend your Milanese evening! 



It’s not every day that you can enjoy 
a nice steam in a tram! 
At QC Termemilano, a spa near Porta 
Romana, you can do just that. 
Housed in a former tram depot 
(hence the converted tram), the spa 
has several saunas and an elegant tea 
room on the ground floor. 
But downstairs is where the magic 
happens: in this underground lair 
there is a warren of stone rooms 
featuring warm baths, cold baths, 
geyser pools, a Jacuzzi waterfall and 
more. 
Outside, in addition to the tram 
sauna, there are three warm pools 
spread out through the garden. 
Luxuriating in the bubbles, 
surrounded by Roman ruins, you 
could easily forget that you’re in the 
middle of one of Milan’s busiest 
intersections.

UNWIND AT THE TERMEMILANO6

Please make sure to book your 
wellness session online at: 
www.qcterme.com

Adress:
Piazzale Medaglie D'Oro, 2, 
20135 Milano



8 TASTE THE LOCAL CUISINE



This modern restaurant offers traditional culinary 
creations in a refined and elegant ambiance, 
tastefully furnished by the interior designer 
Alessandro Perego. 
Over time, the kitchen has developed a copious 
menu that can satisfy and surprise the most 
demanding palates. With an attentive service in 
every aspect, the daring combinations of flavors, 
aromas and essences make Lait Ristorante a 
culinary highlight of Monza.

LAIT Ristorante

We strongly advise you to call beforehand to reserve your table

Nearby restaurantsRistorante Atmosfera
Viale Elvezia, 4, 20900 Monza 

+39 039 916 2219

1

Lait Ristorante
Via Magenta, 18, 

20900 Monza
+39 039 596 4592

3

Boccondivino
Via Giosue' Carducci 17 

Sant' Ambrogio area, 20123 Milano
+39 02 866040
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Nerino Dieci
Nerino 10, 20123 Milano

+39 02 3983 1019
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11Milano

Monza
Ristorante Il Moro

Via Gian Francesco Parravicini, 44, 
20900 Monza 
+39 039 327899

4

Vila Reale
Via Luciano Manara, 25, 

20900 Monza
+39 039 230 2954
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SEE YOU SOON IN…
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